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How to participate in the discussions - Slido

- Go to sli.do on your browser and insert the code #TLP

- After the presentation, “raise your hand” and the moderator will give you the floor

The slides and a summary of the discussion will be made available on our consultation webpage
SAFE - A safe system that prevents unnecessary loss of life, and protects users from attack, discrimination or harassment.

ACCESSIBLE - An affordable and accessible network available to all who can benefit from the opportunities it provides.

GREEN - A clean and carbon-neutral system that does no significant harm to the environment.

EFFICIENT - A smart and efficient system that achieves its benefits by utilising technology to minimise the use of resources and prevent congestion.
2 dimensions

- Geographical Dimension
- Social Dimension

Public consultation webinar
The EIB Transport Lending Policy
https://consult.eib.org

https://www.sli.do/
Slido code: #TLP
Thursday 14 October 2021
Transport projects across Europe signed by EIB from 2000 until today

Total signatures: EUR 256 billion
TEN-T 55%
Sustainable Transport 40%
Other 5%

Total signatures: EUR 256 billion
Cohesion 28%
Other eligibilities 72%

https://consult.eib.org
https://www.sli.do/
Slido code: #TLP
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EIB transport lending outside Europe from 2000 until today

EIB transport lending outside Europe from 2000 until today

Total signatures: EUR 13.7 billion

- Road
- Urban transport
- Maritime
- Railways
- Air transport

Southern Neighbourhood: [Bar chart showing the distribution of transport lending across regions]

Asia: [Bar chart showing the distribution of transport lending across regions]

ACP countries: [Bar chart showing the distribution of transport lending across regions]

Latin America: [Bar chart showing the distribution of transport lending across regions]
EIB financing of public transport projects from 2000 until today

Total signatures: EUR 143.5 billion

EIB financing of transport

Total signed EUR 270 billion

Other transport 47%
Public transport 53%

https://consult.eib.org
https://www.sli.do/
Slido code: #TLP
Thursday 14 October 2021
Transport poverty as a limitation to accessibility

- Affordability
- Security
- Planning for different activities including “mobility of care”
- Inclusive design / gender lens
- Promoting equal employment opportunities from projects

More material on www.eib.org under e.g.:
- Environmental and Social Standards
- Gender equality
EIB TA and advisory support on accessibility

• Technical assistance (TA) / advisory is part of EIB’s offering, as per its statute.

• EIB advisory support is provided through own staff, TA through third parties.

• EIB-led TA and advisory support to develop sound connectivity projects.

• Key areas of advice:
  o Integrated planning (e.g. SUMPS, functional regions concepts),
  o definition of options, for which benefits to society outweigh costs, and
  o compliance with environmental and social standards.
Discussion points

“Given the imperative to decarbonise transport, **what transport investments are needed to contribute to more equal access to mobility taking into consideration, for example, people’s location, socioeconomic status, and gender?**

“What in your view are the key measures the EIB should support to alleviate transport poverty for disadvantaged groups?

“What in your view are the key measures to reduce gender inequalities and gender-based harassment and violence in the use of transport services? How can we improve equal access to transport-related employment opportunities?

“Given the imperative to decarbonise transport, **what transport investments should the EIB support that can contribute to the balanced development of different regions and Member States of the EU and beyond?**
How to participate in the discussions – raise hands

• **Indicate that you wish** to speak

• **Wait for the cue** from the moderator, who will call out your name

• Remember to **lower your hand** if you no longer wish to speak
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There are many topics to discuss today.
We are here to listen! Here are some of our questions...

*Please share your views...*

**Given the imperative to decarbonise transport,** what transport investments are needed to contribute to more equal access to mobility taking into consideration, for example, people’s location, socioeconomic status, and gender?

**What in your view are the key measures to reduce gender inequalities and gender-based harassment and violence in the use of transport services? How can we improve equal access to transport-related employment opportunities?**

**What in your view are the key measures the EIB should support to alleviate transport poverty for disadvantaged groups?**

**Given the imperative to decarbonise transport,** what transport investments should the EIB support that can contribute to the balanced development of different regions and Member States of the EU and beyond?
Thank you!

- Join us for the next session @ 15:00 to discuss sustainable cities or safety and security
- Submit your contribution before 29 October
- Email us with your outstanding questions at tlpconsultation@eib.org

All information is available on our consultation hub (consult.eib.org).